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SIZE EFFECT: A CROSS-SECTIONAL ANALYSIS
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ABSTRACT

This paper investigates the “size effect” on stock return in Indian equity market. The sample for the purpose of study consists of 250 companies forming part of BSE 500 equity index. A study period of seven years, i.e. from October 2003 to September 2010 has been considered. Further the whole period has been divided into two non-overlapping periods i.e. October 2003 to December 2007 and January 2008 to September 2010. The basic data for the study consists of month-end closing share prices collected from the Prowess database maintained by Center for Monitoring Indian Economy. Jensen alpha, Treynor and Sharpe measures have been computed along with portfolio standard deviation, average rate of return and mean excess return of portfolios. The study concludes that investors are unable to earn abnormal returns by investing in low market capitalization stocks. Market portfolio performed better than large cap portfolios.
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ABSTRACT

Media can play a useful role in propagation of information about products to the general public, this powerful tool is used for creating proper awareness, imparting education and prevention of various health diseases therefore media plays an important role in community development. Advertisements have always been an important marketing strategy. In modern times, advertising has become the lifeline of the business economy. In the present scenario advertising messages are preoccupied with grabbing attention and sustaining interest, rather than transferring persuasion messages. This has largely been due to a perception that advertising needs to stand out and perform a creative, educative and entertaining function in order to be received by customers. The agencies that produce these kinds of commercials argue that because there is so little product difference advertisers need to highlight the difference through advertising not the product. At the same time, advertisements should not hamper the ethical and moral value of the society. To make the advertisement more attractive, these agencies use lot of tools and modern techniques and one among them is women. The objective of the study is to understand the perception of young generation about the portrayal of women in advertisement and its impact on the young generation. To fulfill this research objective, the study has carried in Mysore city considering the sample size of 100 which includes college students, women and men by adopting simple random sampling technique. Mean is used as a statistical tool to analyze and interpret the data. The study found that most of the respondents...
were the opinion that the use of erotic images of women in advertisements was offensive and they were also of the opinion that this kind of advertisements attracts the customer's immediate attention and they last long in the minds of the people but people remember only the erotic image of women in advertisement but not the product advertised.
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ABSTRACT

This paper attempts to explore the impulsivity among the college students of Bangalore with special reference to Apparels. The student’s impulse buying tendency is influenced by various impulsive dimensions like psychology factors, emotional factors, store environment factors and product factors. The study is based on primary data collected from different college students in Bangalore with the help of structured questionnaires collected from 100 students. The data so collected is analysed using the SPSS tool. The statistical analysis used in the study is factor analysis. It is found that there are various factors influencing buying behaviour. But this study has analysed four factors of impulsive buying behaviour i.e., product, personal, store environment and promotional factors. The product characteristics like the product quality, new products, popularity of the product, packaging of the product etc. The purchasing powers of the people are really gone up. Thus the impulse buying behavior of the students is gone up mainly due to income, time pleasure, store characteristics and store environment.
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ABSTRACT

Behavioural Finance is the combination of psychology and economics that investigates what happens in markets in which some of the agents display human limitations and complications. The study of behavioural economics includes how market decisions are made and the mechanisms that drive public choice. This research takes into the consideration of human decisions that cause the changes in the behaviour of the stock prices daily. The main focus of this research is to construct an optimal portfolio in Indian stock market with the help of the Sharpe single index model. Portfolio construction is an important process of the investors for investment in the equity market. A good combination of portfolio will give maximum return for a particular level of risk. In this research, 50 stocks that range from various sectors like Pharmaceuticals, IT, Banking, Automobiles, Cements, Paints, Infrastructure and Oil & Refineries sectors have been taken into consideration and these stocks are constituent of the NSE Nifty index. The monthly data for all the stocks for the period of January 2009 to December 2013 have been considered. The proposed method formulates a unique cut off point (Cut off rate of return) and selects stocks having excess of their expected return over risk free rate of returns surpassing this cut-off point. Percentage of investment in each of selected stocks is then decided on the basis of respective weights assigned to each stock depending on respective beta value, stock movement variance unsystematic risk, return on stock and the cut off rate of return. The study finds that only 14 company stocks constitute the optimum portfolio and they are HCL, Asian Paints, Lupin, Ultratech Cements, Dr. Reddy’s Labs, Tata Motors, Sun Pharma, Cipla, TCS, Wipro, Ambuja Cements, Hero Motocorp, ITC and Grasim. The relationship between the total risk and return of the optimum portfolio obtained is positive.
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ABSTRACT

The micro credit institutions (MFIs) in India today offer a variety of products, follow different pricing strategies, adopt varied credit delivery models and have different legal forms and organizational structures. The present section attempts to analyze the micro credit industry in India using the porter's competitive strategy framework model and gives an overview of the products offered by the MFIs, the credit-delivery methodology being used and different pricing strategies employed. The micro credit programmes by the informal sector in India have evolved over the years. There is no single appropriate form of legislation for institutions undertaking micro credit institutions have been getting registered under different legislations, categorized under three heads. An attempt is made in this paper is to analyse the socio-economic empowerment of dalit women through micro finance.
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ABSTRACT

Good Entrepreneur can create a strong economy. Entrepreneurship is an important facet of industrial growth and development of a nation. It is the backbone of a nation that sets its eyes on maximizing its performance in every field. The spirit of entrepreneurship brings about enthusiasm, persistence and the ability to seek entrepreneurial opportunities that lead to success. A nation's ability to generate a steady stream of business opportunities can only come about when its people take to entrepreneurial activities. Entrepreneurs are essentially the engines of growth for a nation. There are several factors that go into making a successful entrepreneur, and he or she need not necessarily possess a strong business and financial background. On the contrary, well-conceived and well directed training can always produce an outstanding entrepreneur. In addition, today's world with its burgeoning population offers limited avenues of employment.
UNDERSTANDING ENTREPRENEURSHIP:
A WEALTH OF OPPORTUNITIES
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ABSTRACT

Entrepreneurship is perceived as vital instrument for sustenance of any economy and its international progress. Moreover, recognizing and choosing appropriate opportunities for new ventures is one of the most significant skills of an accomplished entrepreneur. On the other hand, entrepreneurs recognize opportunities for creating and delivering value to stakeholders in the future businesses. Whereas, components of an opportunity might be identified, opportunity are created and not discovered.

This research presents an existing platform of entrepreneurial opportunity recognition and its development and employs Dubin’s (1978) theory building framework. The research critically reviewed various theories proposed by several authors in order to gain superior knowledge of entrepreneurial opportunities. The research is based on secondary data sources. Moreover, this research has employs Dubin’s (1978) theory building framework in order to recognize entrepreneurial opportunities and their development. Finally, conclusion was made and area for further research has been suggested in order to support the feasibility of the subject.

KEYWORDS: Entrepreneurship, Opportunity, Ability, Uncertainty, Innovation.
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